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Lite

Features
1. Clean and neat design suitable for business use.
2. Cufon font replacement included.
3. Cantarell open font included.
4. Nice slideshow included(manual configuration).
5. UnitPNG fix for IE6.
6. IE8.js to enhance compatibility.
7. Fully compatible with IE7, IE8, Firefox 3+, Opera 10+, Chrome 5+.

Installation
1. Upload the inspire folder to themes folder.
2. Enable it in the backend.
3. Please note that left and right blocks are not displayed. Instead, center block left and center
block right are displayed in the corresponding places. You can see the demo for details.

Download & Demo
Download Page: http://insraq.me/en/download/
Demo: http://insraq.me/client/demo/index.php?xoops_theme_select=inspire10l

Premium

Features(Compared with Lite)
1. Lazy load plugin included.
2. Slideshow integrated with XOOPS.
3. Superfish menu integrated with XOOPS.
4. Fancy header slider(exciting new features, you’ve got to try it out!).

Installation
1. Upload the inspire folder to themes folder.
2. Enable it in the backend.
3. Block settings:
Left blocks: Set only Main menu block to this position. This makes integrated superfish work.
Right blocks: Set customized html blocks to this position. Fill in the block title with URL of the
slide images, the content is not displayed.
(A slideshow will be uploaded soon)
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Demo
Demo: http://insraq.me/client/demo/index.php?xoops_theme_select=inspire10

Screenshot

Price & Special Offer
The price is ONLY USD 5.
If you purchase Inspire 9 Premium and Inspire 10 Premium, you can use the coupon code 40off
when you check out to get 40% off the original price. That means USD 6 for two premium
themes. The special offer expires after Aug. 8, don’t waste this chance!

Purchase URL is on this page(scroll down to the bottom): http://insraq.me/en/blog/inspire-10-lite-
and-premium

You can get your file instantly via hi,insraq! Shop
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Price & Special Offer
The price is ONLY USD 5.
If you purchase Inspire 9 Premium and Inspire 10 Premium, you can use the coupon code 40off
when you check out to get 40% off the original price. That means USD 6 for two premium
themes. The special offer expires after Aug. 8, don’t waste this chance!

Purchase URL is on this page(scroll down to the bottom): http://insraq.me/en/blog/inspire-10-lite-
and-premium

You can get your file instantly via hi,insraq! Shop
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